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Company profile
Bearing Face is a professional ball bearing company

with mature production process, excellent r & d team, the company aims at high 
quality, high quality, to provide customers with a good use experience, look 
forward to working with you .

Bearing Face Company designs a growing portfolio of ball besrings products. 
With experience knowledge of sliding bearings technology. If you are uncertain as 
to which of ball Bearings is best suited for your design application, check with 
our bushing material selection guide. To view an entire ball bearings series, select 
a ball bearing type and contact us .



Company Culture

Quality system certificate

Enterprise spirit: famous in the world, high quality products

Marketing concept: to create value for customers, enterprises win friends

Quality purpose: with a pious attitude, to create cost-effective products industry

Team philosophy: the same goal, trust and cooperation, stand together 

Manufacturer direct sale, terminal to terminal, save cost for you, expand profit space, 
enhance market competitiveness

There are many kinds of bearings, we focus on bearings for more than ten years, for 
you to solve the problems of various bearing products

We will according to your needs, with a pious attitude, for you to solve various bearing 
products difficult miscellaneous diseases

Our company can provide some samples for free, and also can customize various 
special non-standard bearings according to samples or drawings



Automotive Bearing Specialist



Angular contact ball bearing

More Series
Professional bearing supplier

Deep Groove Ball Bearing

Deep groove ball bearings mainly bear radial load, but also can bear a 
certain amount of axial load.Suitable for precision instruments, low noise 
motor, automobile, motorcycle and general machinery, etc., it is the most 
widely used in the machinery industry.

Angula contact ball bearings can bea both radial and a×ial loads. It 
can be woked at highe speeds. The contact angle moegeater, the 
axial bearing capacity more highe.The eae 3 types: 
7000C( cc =15° )7000AC( cc =25°)and7000B( cc =40° ). 
Mainly used for machine tool spindle, high-frequency motor, 
combustion tubine, centrifuge and so on. 
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Spherical Roller Bearing 
Self-Aligning Ball Bearing

Self-Aligning Ball Bearing Taper  Ball Bearing

The self-aligning ball bearing has two kinds of structure: cylindrical hole 
and tapered hole. The retainer is made of steel plate and synthetic 
resin.Its features are spherical outer ring raceway, with automatic tuning, 
suitable for heavy load and impact load, precision instruments, low noise 
motor

The outer ring is a spherical surface with the center point of the 
bearing as the center. It has automatic centrality. 
The rolling body is in linear contact with the inner and outer ring 
raceway, and it can bear large radial load.Suitable for mining, gold 
treatment, paper making, construction and other large machinery and 
equipment.



Spherical Roller Bearing 
Cylindrical Roller Bearing 

Cylindrical roller bearing is usually guided by a bearing ring two guard 
roller and guide ring of the assembly， the general type of bearings is 
separable.Mainly subjected to radial loads,high speed. It can be divided 
into N, NU, NJ, NF, NUP, NN, NNU and so on, mainly used in electric 
motors,automobiles,transmission shafts,gear shafts and so on.Double row 
cylindrical roller bearing are used good at the spindles of machine tools. 

Tapered roller bearings are generally used to bear radial and axial 
combined loads.Their cups are separable for easy assembling.It can 
be divided into single 「ow,double row and four row tapered roller 
bearings.Widely used in automobiles，rolling mills, mines, metallurgy, 
plastic machinery and so on. 



Needle Roller Bearing 
Thrust Roller Bearing

The thrust roller bearings can be divided into cylindrical rollers and 
spherical rollers, which are used to withstand axial and radial combined 
loads that are mainly axial loads. 
The limit speed of such bearings is low and is usually suitable for 
low-speed operations. Mainly used for heavy machine tools, high-power 
marine gearboxes, oil drilling rigs, vertical motors and so on. 

Needle roller bearings are bearings with cylindrical rollers whose diameter 
is small relative to their length.The ends of the roller are slightly 
loosened to change the line contact between the roller and the 
raceway.This prevents peak stress at the roller end to extend the 
bearing life.Although the cross section of needle roller bearing is lower, 
its bearing capacity is higher.Therefore, they are very suitable for bearing 
arrangement with limited radial space. 



Thrust Needle Roller Bearings
Thrust Ball Bearing

The needle roller thrust bearings are fitted with a form-stable cage to 
reliably retain and guide a large number of needle rollers. Needle roller 
thrust bearings provide a high degree of stiffness within a minimum axial 
space. In applications where the faces of adjacent machine components 
can serve as raceways, needle roller thrust bearings take up no more 
space than a conventional thrust washer.

The shaft ring, cage and rolling body of thrust ball bearing are 
separated and can be separately installed. It is only suitable for the 
parts that are subject to an axial load and have a low speed, such as 
crane hooks, vertical pumps, vertical centrifuges, jacks, and low-speed 
reducers.



Pillow Block Bearing
Wheel Hub Bearing

The outer spherical bearing with seat is to roll the car by bearing and 
uranium bearing knot
A combined bearing unit.This kind of bearing in set UCP series UCF 
series UCFL series meter is also really high tuning, easy to install, with
Double junction cabinet sealing device, can work in harsh 
environment.The bearing seat is generally cast.Commonly used seat is 
vertical seat (P), square seat (machi, boss ten thousand seat (FS), 
boss round seat (FC), wilted seat (FL), ring seat (C), wei block 
seat (T) and so on.

Wheel drum bearings are used for bearing loads and providing accurate 
guidance for wheel load rotation. They bear axial and radial loads and 
are important components of vehicle load and rotation.




